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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION CODE STRUCTURE
To better understand how each simulation works, the structure of the code used is represented in the next figure. Afterwards, each step is explained with more detail.
Fig. 1: Simulation code structure representation
Step 1: Parameters and variables -Create and define parameter values.
-Initialize variables.
Step 2: Initial conditions -Update variables with initial conditions. -Generate random vehicle characteristics (V2I equipment and delay).
-Generate random arrival times (isolated intersections) or initial positions (loop intersections).
Step 3: Traffic lights -Define state of the traffic light at that particular iteration and update variables.
Step 4: Position and speed -For each vehicle on the road: o If the vehicle enters the system at this iteration, define its position as zero, calculate its safety arrival speed and run the appropriate control algorithm to estimate its expected arrival time at the intersection and go to Step 5. If not, ignore this sub-step. o Check if the vehicle is equipped with V2I technology, its transmission range is large enough and its communication delay is low enough so that there is prior speed/location data. If so, execute control algorithms (using the data from vehicles, traffic lights and inductive loops) and calculate advisory speed limit indication. If not, ignore this sub-step. o Apply car-following model (or leading vehicle model) using the speed limit or the advisory speed limit if pertinent to calculate the desired acceleration o Ensure maximum jerk limitation and save instant acceleration o Calculate and save the vehicle's new position and speed o If the car is leaving the system at this iteration, update the corresponding vehicle and intersection variables. If not, ignore this sub-step. -Update iteration and time (clock) variables. If there are still vehicles that haven't left the downstream road, go to Step 3. If no more vehicles need to be simulated, go to the next step.
Step 5: Results -Calculate average speed and waiting time and save it -Run the energy/emission model and save the average fuel economy and emission levels 
APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODE
The code written to perform the simulations is pasted below with some added explanations in green letters. The basic files and its functions are: -isolated.m: performs a simulation on an isolated intersection with the specified parameters. -loop.m: performs a simulation on a loop intersection (ring road) with the specified parameters. -carfollowing.m: this function calculates the acceleration using the selected carfollowing model -vtmicro.m: runs VT-Micro energy and emission model using the position and speed of the vehicles at each time step 
...v(k,iter-1)*time_step+0.5*a(k,iter-1)*(time_step^2))); 407 end 408 409 %Save real speed and acceleration 
APPENDIX C: SIMULATION RESULTS
The average results for each set of simulations are presented below, depending on the section of the thesis in which they were used. As a reminder, 200 simulations were executed for each parameter combination (each combination of parameters corresponds to a row in the following tables). 
